CIRIUM™ EMISSIONS CALCULATIONS:  
Stop guessing. Start knowing.  
Proven Accuracy in Flight Emission Calculations.

Cirium's emissions calculation helps air travel stakeholders who need precise flight emissions insights for comprehensive environmental disclosure and identification of CO₂ reduction strategies. We are dedicated to helping you make more informed decisions and achieve your sustainability goals. Our emissions calculations use multiple data points to measure your CO₂ emissions by individual flight, and your carbon allocation by seat.

Only Cirium has the data to fuel accurate emissions calculations, ensuring accuracy within a margin of +/- 1%. Additionally, we provide comprehensive data on the carbon footprint of individual passenger seats, data you can use to publicly support your sustainability initiatives.

Corporate travel buyers, finance groups, and fuel providers rely on Cirium's data to make informed decisions towards net-zero emissions. Learn more at Cirium.com/Sustainability.
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